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MindBugs 
 
 
About Us 
MindBugs is a project part of the Media Futures consortium and supported by the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. The project aims to combat 
misinformation in the online environment through art. 
 
Our goals 
We are currently in the process of creating a dataset of debunked fake news in Romania. 
The dataset will be used for research purposes and is mainly intended for specialists and 
the academic community. Based on this dataset, reports, academic papers and studies can 
be released and interpreted by specialists, contributing to the fight against misinformation. 
Artists will also interpret these reports in order to inform users of social media platforms of 
the dangers to which they are exposed. 
 
Progress 
Together with MediaFuture partners specialised in BigData: Technology Centre of Catalonia, 
Open Data Institute and Kings College London we decided on the structure of the dataset. 
The structure is designed in a way which allows the adaptation of existing algorithms on 
data specific to the Romanian region and captures all the meaningful information in order 
for data mining techniques to be applied. 
 
In order to start laying the foundation of the database, we organized a contest for Romanian 
journalism students. The main objective was to gather fake news. We brought on the team 
students passionate about fake news which, every day, extend the existing dataset by 
adding new fake news. 

Collaborations 
One of our ambitions is to unite the independent initiatives that fight against misinformation 
to create a large dataset that can be used by big data specialists. Through collaborations, 
our partners contribute to the dataset that we create with the fake news that they have. 
When the dataset is published, they are officially recognized as co-writers of the dataset, 
gaining extra exposure and image.  
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Collaborations 
 

The MindBugs project aims to combat misinformation in the online environment through art. 
Our main strength is the use of technology to enrich and add value to existing data. We are 
a team of specialists in technology, big data, communication and artificial intelligence. 
 
 
Existing datasets 
At this moment there are multiple datasets available on the internet like LIAR and LIAR+, 
specific for the US, The Spanish Fake News Corpus, specific for Spain, random scraped 
news from the internet like Fake or Real Dataset, and many more. These datasets represent 
the most important resource to create machine learning models that are able to detect 
automatically fake news. 
 
Academic research on fake news dataset 
 Each year appear thousands of academic papers that analyze fake news: 
 

• algorithms for detecting fake news (Detecting Fake News with Machine Learning, 
identifying fake news, detecting fake news with deep learning) 

• extracting the most important elements of fake news, known in artificial intelligence 
as feature extraction (Effective feature extraction) 

• overviews and conclusions in the advancements made in the field (limitations of 
algorithms in detecting fake news, analytics etc.) 

On a single google academic search on “fake news machine learning” there are 16,700 
results published since 2021. The interest of the academic community in detecting, 
analysing and using fake news datasets is growing every year and there is a real need for 
data. 

Romanian & Easter European dataset 
There is no dataset representative of Romanian fake news. This means that researchers can 
not correctly analyze, compare and study the structure and the mechanisms of fake news 
in Romania. Also, because of the lack of such a dataset, algorithms for detecting and 
combating fake news can not be made. 
 
There have been some attempts to build algorithms for detecting fake news, but the lack of 
a solid dataset was a big impediment. One of these attempts was 1 (section 3.1 Dataset 
Details), where the authors tried to scrape automatically fake news from the internet. This 
method is known as high-volume – low-quality. With such a dataset the results are 
mediocre and further development can not be made. Another attempt was made on the 
dataset of Factual but this had only 1000 samples.  

 

 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.00648
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/arseniitretiakov/noticias-falsas-en-espaol
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/vikasukani/news-data-set-fake-news-with-python
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8620051
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9198610
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/8843612
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167739X20330466?casa_token=2KTO7yzumYUAAAAA:Ew79MR1zlIAcR8JI9iCAMG4m8feVwYCFlHV2SXXVRLuPu9dJBq7L8F4ufIgJkNEgTc2rZQqF8DM
https://direct.mit.edu/coli/article/46/2/499/93369/The-Limitations-of-Stylometry-for-Detecting
https://direct.mit.edu/coli/article/46/2/499/93369/The-Limitations-of-Stylometry-for-Detecting
https://www.mdpi.com/2079-9292/10/19/2326
https://www.mdpi.com/2078-2489/13/3/151
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-16-3930-2_16
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Our dataset: 
The dataset we are building consists of fake news specific to Romania and Eastern Europe. 
We want to gather collaborators in order to unite the existing small databases to create a 
large and high-quality dataset of Romanian fake news. 
 

Together 
We started on our own but we are aware that without your help we will just create another 
small database of fake news. We believe that if we unite all the datasets under a bigger 
one, we can: 
 

• add value to the academic community 
• create a dataset that can be used from now on by the specialists 
• increase the impact of the existing work 
• increase the exposure of the initiatives that fight misinformation 
• add an extra value to the existing databases by making them ready to be used with 

machine learning 

The license for the dataset will be Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial 4.0 
International - CC BY-NC where crediting the source is mandatory in any scientific paper or 
report and the dataset can not be used for commercial products without the authors’ 
permission. 

Together with MediaFuture partners specialised in BigData: Technology Centre of Catalonia, 
Open Data Institute and Kings College London we decided on the structure of the dataset. 
The structure is close to the LIAR and LIAR+ datasets, in order for the existing algorithms to 
be adapted easily.  

We hope that you like our initiative and join forces with us to create the largest dataset of 
Romanian fake news. For any questions don’t hesitate to contact us.  
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Structure of the dataset: 

1. Statement RO (ex: Laura stole an egg) 
2. Statement EN (ex: Laura stole an egg) 
3. analysis date (ex: 20.03.2022) 
4. Subjects RO (ex: animals, politics, 

covid) 
5. Subjects EN (ex: animals, politics, 

covid) 
6. Source (source www.aaaa.ro; 

www.bb.ro) 
7. Category (ex: facebook) 
8. Number of likes 
9. Number of comments 
10. Number of shares 

11. Verdict ( one of the following: true, 
mostly-true, half-true, barely-true, 
false) 

12. Summary explanation EN 
13. Summary explanation RO 
14. Full explanation EN 
15. Full explanation RO 
16. Sources of the explanation (ex: 

www.1.a www.2.b) 
17. Speaker (if exists ex Anuta) 
18. Job Title (if exists politician) 
19. Location (if exists Cluj county) 
20. Intention (joke, panic, political 

influence) 
21. Journalist name 

Example  
https://eufacts.techwave.ro/admin/fakenews/viewFakenews/28  
**Note: If your database doesn’t have this structure it is not a problem.  

 

Contact: 
ioana.cheres@techwave.ro 
contact@techwave.ro 
 

http://www.aaaa.ro/
https://eufacts.techwave.ro/admin/fakenews/viewFakenews/28
mailto:ioana.cheres@techwave.ro

